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15. Model-View-Controller (MVC) and 
Observer 

The principle we have used so far to implement interactive applications has been to keep computation 

and user-interface code in separate classes. All user-interface code, however, was put in one class. We 

will see here the rationale for the principle and also how we can refine it to support both reusability and 

multiple, concurrent, consistent user interfaces manipulating the same object. The technique we will 

use can be abstracted into the general Model/View/Controller pattern. This pattern is built on top of the 

Observer pattern, which has applications beyond user interfaces. 

Interactor Pattern 
Consider Figure 1, which shows three different user interfaces to manipulate a counter. Each user 

interface allows input of a value to add to the counter and displays the updated value to the user. Figure 

1 (left) uses the console window for input and output. First, it displays the initial value of the counter, 

and then it allows the user to enter the (positive or negative) values to be added to the counter, and 

after the input value, it shows the current value of the counter. The user interface of Figure 1 (middle) 

retains the mechanism to change the counter but uses an alternative way to display the counter value. 

Instead of printing it in the console window, it creates a new “message” window on the screen that 

shows the value. Figure 1 (right) shows that it is possible to combine elements of the other two user 

interfaces. It also retains console-based input but displays the counter in both the console window and 

the message window.  
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If we were told to implement only the interface of Figure 1 (left), we would probably write the following 

code: 

public class ConsoleUI { 

static int counter = 0;  

public static void main(String[] args) { 

System.out.println("Counter: " + counter); 

while (true) { 

int nextInput = Console.readInt(); 

if (nextInput == 0) break; 

counter += nextInput; 

System.out.println("Counter: " + counter); 

} 

 } 

} 

If only Figure 1 (middle) was to be implemented, we would similarly write: 

import javax.swing.JOptionPane; 

public class ConsoleUI { 

static int counter = 0;  

public static void main(String[] args) { 

while (true) { 

int nextInput = Console.readInt(); 

if (nextInput == 0) break; 

counter += nextInput; 

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,  

"Counter: " + counter.getValue()); 

} 

 } 

} 

Instead of appending to the console, it uses the JOptionPane class of the Swing toolkit to display the 

value in a new message window. 

  

 

Figure 1. Three different user interfaces for manipulating a counter 



However, this is far from the ideal solution if we want to reuse code among the three interfaces. For 

one, it does not allow the code manipulating the counter to be shared. We can create a special object 

that allows a counter to be incremented or decremented by an arbitrary value and provides a method to 

access the current counter value. The following class describes this object: 

public class ACounter implements Counter { 

 int counter = 0; 

 public void add (int amount) { 

  counter += amount; 

 } 

 public int getValue() { 

  return counter; 

 } 

} 

Thus, we are now following the principle of keeping user interface and computation code separate. This 

principle is captured by the model/interactor pattern shown in Figure 2.  

Here we refer to the class implementing the user interface code as the interactor and the object it 

manipulates as the model. Usually, this pattern is not a identified by book on programming patterns. 

The reason probably is that it puts almost no constraint on the communication between an interactor 

and a model. An interactor can call arbitrary methods in the model. The only constraint imposed is that 

the model methods contain no user interface code. 

This pattern allows us to create new user interfaces for an object without changing existing model and 

user interface code. Figure 3 shows how the pattern can be applied to create the three user interfaces 

from Figure 1. Separate classes, AConsoleUI, AMixedUI, and AMultipleUI, implement the user 

interface of Figure 1 left, middle, and right, respectively. Each class is independent of the other main 

classes and dependent only on the interface of the model. 

  

 

Figure 2. Interactor Pattern 



The code for AConsoleUI is given below: 

public class AConsoleUI implements ConsoleUI {         

public void edit (Counter counter) { 

System.out.println("Counter: " + counter);   

while (true) { 

int nextInput = Console.readInt(); 

if (nextInput == 0) break; 

counter.add(nextInput); 

System.out.println("Counter: " + counter.getValue()); 

} 

} 

} 

The implementation of the console I/O accepts the model as a parameter, displays its initial value to the 

user, and then executes a loop that calls the add method of the model with each input value and then 

displays the new counter.  

The main class now simply composes the interactor with the model: 

public static main (String args[]) 

(new AConsoleUI()).edit(new ACounter()); 

} 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Three interactor classes using the same model class 



Similarly, the interactor for AMixedUI is: 

public class AMixedUI implements ConsoleUI {         

public void edit (Counter counter) {  

while (true) { 

int nextInput = readInt(); 

if (nextInput == 0) break; 

counter.add(nextInput); 

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,  

"Counter: " + counter.getValue()); 

  } 

      } 

} 

Again, instead of appending to the console, it uses the JOptionPane class of the Swing toolkit to 

display the value in a new message window. 

The interactor for the combined user interface, AMultipleUI, combines the output of the other two 

interactors: 

public class AMultipleUI implements ConsoleUI {         

public void edit (Counter counter) {  

System.out.println("Counter: " + counter.getValue()); 

while (true) { 

int nextInput = Console.readInt(); 

if (nextInput == 0) break; 

counter.add(nextInput);  

System.out.println("Counter: " + counter.getValue()); 

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,  

"Counter: " + counter.getValue()); 

  } 

      } 

} 

Need to Share UI Code 
The model-interactor pattern allows sharing of model code in the various user-interfaces. However, it 

does not provide a way for sharing code among the various user interfaces. As mentioned before, all 

user interfaces provide the same way to input the counter increment. It should be possible to share its 

implementation among the three classes. Moreover, the last user interface combines the mechanisms 

of displaying output in the other two approaches. There should be a way to share the implementation of 

these mechanisms.  

The need to share code is illustrated in more depth by looking at the implementation of the three 

interactor classes above. The input code is duplicated in all three classes and the output code between 

the first and second and between the second and third classes. Figure 4 shows this graphically. 



Views and Controllers 
The above discussion suggests that the input and output component of each user interface should be 

managed by separate classes, called controllers and views, respectively (Figure 5 and Figure 6). 

When the user inputs a new command the controller calls some write method in the model such as add 

in our example. Conversely, to display a result, the view calls a read method such as getValue in the 

counter example.  

The figure above does not indicate if the model, views, and controllers are different classes or instances. 

In general, a program may simultaneously create multiple models with the same behavior but different 

state. For example, a program may create multiple counters. This implies that the model must be an 

instance. Different models may simultaneously have independent controllers and views with the same 

behavior. More interesting, a particular model may simultaneously have multiple independent 

controllers and views with the same behavior. Consider a game program that allows multiple users on 

different computers to independently interact with an object using the same kind of user interface. Or a 

distributed presentation that can be viewed simultaneously by distributed users. This implies that, in 

general, controllers and views must also be instances. 

Observer Pattern 
One last question we need to answer to complete the description of this user-interface organization has 

to do with giving feedback to a user command. When a controller processes an input command, how do 

all the views know they should update their displays? For instance, if the console controller is used to 

increment a counter, how do all the views know that they should display the new counter value? 

 

 

Figure 4. Input/Output mechanisms duplicated with the interactor/model pattern 



 

 

Figure 5. Splitting an interactor into a view and a controller 

 

Figure 6. Example of splitting an interactor into a view and a controller 

 

Figure 7. Controller notifying all of the observers after invoking a write method on the model 

 



We can, of course, make the controller notify all the other views after it has invoked a write method in a 

model (Figure 7). This means that each controller must be aware of every view, which means the pieces 

of code that create views and controllers must coordinate with each other, making them complex. 

Moreover, this approach does not allow views to be updated autonomously, that is, without user input. 

Imagine a counter being updated every second or a temperature sensor object being updated when a 

new thermometer reading is sensed. 

Fortunately, a simpler, centralized approach can be taken that addresses both problems. Whenever the 

model history is changed, autonomously or by a controller, it informs all of its views that it has changed. 

As a view is dynamically created/destroyed, it registers/unregisters itself with the model so that the 

model knows who it should notify. 

Thus, now the model is aware of its views, as indicated by the dashed lines. One of the advantages of 

the previous architecture was that model was completely independent of its user-interface components 

– both views and controllers. As a result, these components could change without requiring any changes 

to the model. Now that the model is aware of its views, would we ever have to change it if we decide to 

create some new kind of view for it? 

Fortunately, the methods invoked by an object on its views can be independent of the behavior of the 

view. All the object has to do is notify its views that it has changed. This information is independent of 

the kind of display created by the view. In fact, it can be sent not only to views of an object but also 

other objects interested in monitoring changes to it. For instance, a counter could notify an object 

keeping a log of all changes to its counter. A temperature sensor object could notify an object that 

alarms users if the temperature goes beyond some threshold value. The Java toolkit allows an object 

representing a button or text field to also send notifications to objects that wish to react to button 

presses and text field edits, respectively. The following figure shows an example of a non-view observer 

of our counter object. A “rocket launcher” observer “launches” a rocket by printing a message when the 

counter value goes to zero (Figure 8). The fact that its message is printed after the console views prints 

the zero value of the counter indicates that it was notified after the console view. 

The notifying object is called an observable and the notified object is called its observer. The dashed 

lines from the models to its views indicate that the awareness in it of its observers is notification 

awareness: it knows which observers needs to be notified about changes to it but does not know any 

aspect of their behavior. 2 Even though the observable/observer notion appeared first with the context 

of the larger MVC pattern, it is now recognized as an independent pattern. Figure 9 shows the pattern 

independent of MVC. 
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Not just objects, but also humans regularly use this idea of notification. For instance, students in a class 

are often notified when the web page for the class is changed. Consider the various steps that take place 

to make such interaction possible: 

 The professor for a course provides a way to add and remove students from a mailing list. 

 Students may directly send the professors add and remove requests or some adminstrator may 

do so on their behalf as they add/drop the course. 

 When a professor modifies the information linked from the web page, he/she sends mail to the 

students in the mailing list.  On the other hand, when he simply reads the information, he does 

not send any notification. 

 The notification tells the student which professor sent it so that they know which web page to 

look at. 

 

Figure 8. Non-view Observer 

 

Figure 9. Observer Pattern 

 



 The students access the page to read the modified information. 

The observable/observer pattern has analogous steps: 

 An observable provides methods to add and remove observers from an observer list. 

 Observers may directly invoke these methods or some other object, such as another model, may 

do so on their behalf. 

 When an observable modifies its state, that is, invokes a write method, it calls a method in each 

observer to notify it about the change. On the other hand, when it executes a read method, it 

does not call this notification method. 

 The call to the notification method identifies the observable doing the notification. The reason is 

that an object may observe more than one observable. For example, a battle simulation user 

interface may observe the positions of multiple tanks and planes. 

 Each notified observer calls read methods in the observable to access the modified state.  

The observer pattern allows models and views to be bound to each other. A separate mechanism is 

needed to bind a controller to one or more models. A controller can provide a setter method for doing 

so, and it or some other object (such as façade, which we will learn about later) can call this method. A 

view with a single model can also provide such a method so that it does not have to rely on the 

notification method providing the model reference. 

MVC Implementation 
We are ready to see how the observer-based MVC pattern can be implemented in our sample 

application. Let us first define the interfaces of an observable counter: 

Observable/Observer Interfaces 
public interface ObservableCounter { 

public void add(int amount); 

public int getValue(); 

 public void addObserver(CounterObserver observer); 

 public void removeObserver(CounterObserver observer); 

} 

The interface defines the same methods as the Counter interface, for reading and writing the counter, 

and methods to add and remove counter observers, which are defined by the following interface: 

public interface CounterObserver { 

 public void update(ObservableCounter counter); 

} 

The update method is the notification method called each time an observable changes. Its argument is 

the observable that changed. 

 



Observable Implementation 
The implementation of the observable interface supports two operations defined by it. The write 

method, add, notifies the observers, as shown below: 

public class AnObservableCounter implements ObservableCounter { 

 int counter = 0; 

ObserverHistory observers = new AnObserverHistory(); 

public void addObserver(CounterObserver observer) { 

  observers.addElement(observer); 

  observer.update(this); 

 } 

 public void removeObserver(CounterObserver observer) { 

  observers.removeElement(observer); 

 } 

public void add(int amount) { 

  counter += amount; 

  notifyObservers(); 

 } 

 public int getValue() { 

  return counter; 

 } 

 void notifyObservers() { 

    for (int observerNum = 0; observerNum < observers.size(); 

 observerNum++) 

  observers.elementAt(observerNum).update(this); 

 } 

} 

The list of registered observers is kept in the observer history, observers. The methods addObserver 

and removeObserver simply call existing methods to add and remove elements from the history. 

The method notifyObservers retrieves each element of observers, invoking the update method 

defined by the observer interface.  

As we have seen earlier, the keyword this in a method refers to the object on which the method is 

called.  Thus, the program fragment 

 update(this) 

passes update a reference to the observable so that it can invoke getter methods on it to display the 

counter. 

  



Observer Implementations  
The console and message views implement the generic interface for observing a counter. The console 

view implements the update method by simply appending a display of the counter to the console. 

public class ACounterConsoleView implements CounterObserver { 

 public void update(ObservableCounter counter) { 

  appendToConsole(counter.getValue()); 

 } 

 void appendToConsole(int counterValue) { 

  System.out.println("Counter: " + counterValue); 

 } 

} 

The message view provides a different implementation of the method, creating a message window 

displaying the counter value: 

public class ACounterJOptionView implements CounterObserver { 

 public void update(ObservableCounter counter) { 

  displayMessage(counter.getValue()); 

 } 

 void displayMessage(int counterValue) { 

  JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( 

null, "Counter: " + counterValue);  

 } 

} 

Since it used the Swing class, JOptionPane, to create the message view, it is called 

ACounterJOptionView. 

The implementation shown below, takes an action only when the notifying counter goes to zero: 

public class ARocketLaunchingCounterObserver implements CounterObserver 

{ 

 public void update(ObservableCounter counter) { 

  if (counter.getValue() == 0) 

   launch(); 

 } 

 public void launch() { 

  System.out.println("LIFT OFF!!!"); 

 } 

} 

  



Console Controller 
Finally, consider the controller object. Its interface is given below: 

public interface CounterController { 

 public void setModel(Counter theCounter); 

 public void processInput();  

} 

The first method can be called by an external object, such as the main class (later will also see an 

inteactor façade), to bind it to a model. The second method starts its input processing loop. Because of 

the loop, this method should be called after all other actions have been taken to create the model view 

controller pattern. 

The class of the console controller is given below: 

public class ACounterController implements CounterController { 

 ObservableCounter counter; 

 public void setModel(ObservableCounter theCounter) { 

  counter = theCounter; 

 }  

 public void processInput() { 

  while (true) { 

   int nextInput = Console.readInt(); 

   if (nextInput == 0) break; 

   counter.add(nextInput);    

  } 

 } 

} 

After each input, it calls the add method of the counter with the value. It does not have to worry about 

the output – that is the concern of the views. 

Control Flow 
To understand how the three kinds of objects, model, view, and controller, interact with each other, 

assume that the model is bound to a console view, a message view, and the rocket launcher. Let us see 

what happens when a user enters a new value: 

 The controller gets the new value int and invokes add on the model. 

 The model calls notifyObservers, which in turn, invokes updated on all the observers in the 

order in which they were registered. 

The console view shows the new value in the console window, the message view creates a message 

window, and the rocket launcher prints its message if the counter has reached 0. 



Variations in Observer/Observable Communication 
The notion of observers is pervasive in object-oriented software. Different implementations of this idea 

differ in the syntax they use (e.g. the term Listener instead of Observer) and the amount of information 

an observer is passed about the changed object. 

Consider the implementation we saw above: 

public interface CounterObserver { 

 public void update(ObservableCounter counter); 

} 

Here the notification method, update, takes a single parameter indicating the source of the 

notification. If an observer has only one observable during its life time, there is no need to pass the 

observable to the notification method. Instead, the observer can be informed about the observable in a 

constructor or in a separate method: 

public interface CounterObserver { 

 public void setObservable(ObservableCounter counter); 

 public void update(); 

} 

Imagine a distributed observable/observer scenario, where the two objects are located, say, in the U.S. 

and China, respectively. The above scheme is inefficient. The observable sends a message to China 

saying that it has changed. The observer must now send a message back to the US to get the changed 

value in which it is interested. If the observable knew the kind of change in which an observer was 

interested, it could have sent the change with the notification. Thus the message back to the U.S. would 

not have been necessary. The trick is to know in what the observer is interested. 

In our example, the model can send the new value of the counter. 

public interface CounterObserver { 

 public void update(ObservableCounter counter, int newCounterVal); 

} 

Here the update method has an extra parameter representing the change. 

We see this basic idea in the java.util.Observer types predefined by Java: 

public interface java.util.Observer { 

 public void update(Observable o, Object arg); 

} 

These types define a “standard” observable communication protocol for arbitrary objects. The 

notification method defined by the interface takes as an argument, o, indicating the observable that 

changed and another, arg, describing the change to the object. 



In the above approach, the second argument to the notification method indicates the new value of 

some attribute of the observable in which the observer is interested. It could also indicate by how much 

the value of the attribute has changed: 

public interface CounterObserver { 

 public void update( 

ObservableCounter counter, int counterIncrement); 

} 

This approach has the advantage that an observer interested in how much the counter has changed 

does not have to keep the old value to determine this information. On the other hand, an observer 

interested in the new value, must keep the old value to determine the new value. We can have the best 

of both worlds by passing the old and new value of the changed attribute in the notification method: 

public interface CounterObserver { 

 public void update ( 

ObservableCounter counter,                                              

int oldCounterValue, int newCounterValue); 

} 

We now have three parameters to the update method. We can combine them into one object: 

public interface CounterObserver { 

 public void update(CounterChangeEvent event); 

} 

public interface CounterChangeEvent { 

ObservableCounter getCounter();     

int getOldCounterValue(); 

int getNewCounterValue(); 

} 

This approach has the advantage that if multiple methods handle the notification event, a single object 

rather than multiple objects must be passed to these methods. Moreover, the notification information 

can be returned by a function, which can compute a single value. Also, the notification information can 

be very elaborate, containing not only a description of the change but also, for instance, the time when 

the change occurred and a unique ID for it. If separate parameters were used for all units of event 

information, then the notification method would have to declare each of these parameters, even those 

in which it was not interested. With a single object approach, the observer needs to know about and call 

getter methods for only the aspect of event information in which it is interested. 

This approach is also implemented by predefined Java classes. Several AWT classes such as 

java.awt.TextField, java.awt.Button, and java.awt.MenuItem provide methods to add and 

remove objects implementing the ActionListener interface: 

public interface java.awt.ActionListener { 

 public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e); 

} 



Actions such as pressing Enter in a text field, pushing a button, and selecting a menu item result in the 

notification method in the ActionListener interface to be called.  

To motivate another implementation of the observer idea, consider the BMISpreadsheet interface: 

public interface BMISpreadsheet { 

 public double getHeight();  

 public void setHeight(int newVal);  

 public double getWeight(); 

 public void setWeight(int newWeight) ; 

 public double getBMI(); 

} 

An observer interested of such an object should be told, in addition to the information we have seen 

above such as the observable and old and new value, the property that changed. We can define a 

separate update method for each property: 

public interface BMIObserver { 

     public void updateHeight( 

BMISpreadsheet bmi, int oldHeight, int newHeight); 

     public void updateWeight( 

BMISpreadsheet bmi, int oldWeight, int newWeight); 

     public void updateBMI( 

BMISpreadsheet bmi, double oldBMI, double newBMI); 

} 

An alternative is to define a single update method that takes an additional parameter for the property 

name: 

public interface BMIObserver { 

     public void update( 

BMISpreadsheet bmi, String propertyName, 

Object oldValue, Object newValue); 

} 

As the properties are of different types, the old and new value parameters are also of type Object.  

However, this single update method approach is not safe. The reason is that we can assign illegal value 

to the property name, old value, and new value parameters. For instance, the property name parameter 

may be accidentally assigned “Wght” because that used to be the name of property now called 

“Weight”. Thus, this approach must be used with care. 

 

 

 



The advantage of the single method approach is that it can generalize to arbitrary objects. It is suitable 

for objects such as ObjectEditor that wish to become observers of arbitrary objects. For such observers, 

Java defines the following types: 

public interface java.beans.PropertyChangeListener 

extends java.util.EventListener { 

      public void propertyChange(PropertyChangeEvent evt); 

} 

 

public class java.beans.PropertyChangeEvent 

extends java.util.EventObject { 

     public PropertyChangeEvent ( 

Object source, String propertyName,  

Object oldValue, Object newValue) {…} 

     public Object getNewValue() {…} 

     public Object getOldValue() {…} 

     public String getPropertyName() {…} 

     … 

} 

An observable for such observers must define the following method to add an observer 

addPropertyChangeListener(PropertyChangeListener l) {…} 

In addition, it can optionally define the following method to remove an observer: 

removePropertyChangeListener(PropertyChangeListener l) {…} 

This protocol is illustrated by its use in ObjectEditor.  

If an object defines the method: 

addPropertyChangeListener(PropertyChangeListener l) {…} 

ObjectEditor automatically calls it to register itself with the object. The setter method for each property 

of the object should now call in its registered listeners the method: 

public void propertyChange(PropertyChangeEvent evt); 

ObjectEditor reacts to such a method by updating display of property. This is more efficient than the 

brute-force refresh approach of calling all getter methods when a setter is invoked. If your setter 

methods follow the above protocol, you can disable the brute-force refresh approach by invoking the 

command ViewAuto Refresh command. We will see that this approach will be crucial to supporting 

animations. 

As we have seen above, there is no standard observer-observable protocol, and sometimes these 

protocols make different protocols. This means that an observable may need to register and notify 

multiple kinds of observers; and conversely, an observer may need to interact with multiple kinds of 

observables. For example, the counter model may support the general PropertyChangeListener 



observers to allow ObjectEditor to become its observer. In addition, it might support the custom 

CounterObserver observers to support type-safe notification. 

Summary 
The MVC framework defines three kinds of objects: models, views, and controllers, which are connected 

to each other dynamically. When a user enters a command to manipulate a model, a controller 

processes it and invokes an appropriate method in the model, which typically changes the state of the 

model. If the method does changes the model state, it notifies the views and other observers of the 

model about the change. A view responds to the notification by redisplaying the model. 

  



Exercises 
1. What advantages does the interactor pattern approach offer over the monolithic main approach? 

 

2. What advantages does the MVC framework offer over the interactor approach? Do you see any 
disadvantages? 

 

3. Distinguish between models and listenables, and views and listeners. 

 

4. In the MVC pattern, describe the roles of the controller(s), model, and view(s). Classify all of the 
classes you created for Assignment 9 as a controller, a model, a view, or none of the above. 

 

5. Compare and contrast the three different notifications schemes you learned about. The three 
schemes are embodied in Java’s java.util.Observer implemention, AWT components, and java.beans 
package (PropertyChangeListener and PropertyChangeEvent). 

 

 
 


